"Man Lives for Science as well as Bread."
- William James

And in the Art and Science of Baking, Time is Always of the Essence.

Our customers asked us for an instant dry yeast that consistently produces more gassing power and quickens proof times in lean dough, is clean label and Non-GMO, and could also lower overall costs when compared to other Red IDYs.

We listened.

Bellarise® Supreme Instant Dry Yeast gives you back all the time you need, outperforms any other Red IDY, and helps you cut costs at the bowl.

• Yields up to 30% more gassing power than Red IDY
• Reduce proof times by up to 10% to 15%
• Improve crumb quality and oven spring
• Easy to mix - can be added directly to the mix
• Give customers Clean Label and Non-GMO breads

Contact us today for more information and test Bellarise® Supreme Instant Dry Yeast in your finest recipes!

855.871.6100 www.bellarise.com info@pakgroupna.com
SUPREME IDY
CLEAN LABEL, NON-GMO, HIGH-PERFORMANCE INSTANT DRY YEAST

When our customers started requesting an instant dry yeast that produces even more gassing power, would shorten proof times, is clean label and non-GMO, and could somehow lower overall costs when compared to other Red IDYs, we listened. Best suited for lean doughs with less than 15% sugar, Bellarise Supreme Instant Dry Yeast does all of this while keeping your recipes as simple as you need them to be. See for yourself and sample Bellarise Supreme Instant Dry Yeast today!

KEY BELLARISE SUPREME INSTANT DRY YEAST BENEFITS

- **Greater Gassing Power.** Tests performed by third parties and our labs show an increase of up to 30% over standard Red IDY
- **Shorter Proof Times.** Efficiencies go up as your proof times show a drop, reaching up to 10%-15% versus standard Red IDY
- **Reduces Costs.** With lower use rates and higher performance than Red IDY, your costs at the bowl go down significantly
- **Improved Volume.** Better oven spring and crumb quality can be seen and felt in every slice
- **Clean Label.** Bread should be as simple as it is delicious, and our label reflects our customers' values
- **Non-GMO.** More and more customers and consumers expect ingredients that are produced as nature intended
- **Easy to Mix.** The ability to be added directly to the mix makes baking that much simpler
- **The Bellarise Standard.** Our team of master bakers and technicians always help our customers work with our ingredients, from adjusting recipes to navigating the Non-GMO and Organic certification process

Ingredients: Yeast, Sorbitan Monostearate, Ascorbic Acid.
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